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Abstract
Linear programming is widely used by multiproduct oil-refining firms, which minimize a
refinery’s variable cost under a set of constraints. In addition to operating costs, this variable
cost can include the cost associated with the refinery’s CO2 emissions. We suggest a quite
general approach combining use of Aumann-Shapley cost-sharing method and breakdown of
the objective function of the linear program. This approach determines an appropriate rule for
the allocation of the refinery’s CO2 emissions (or, in general, variable costs) among the
various finished products, which can be used for purposes of Life Cycle Assessment. A
numerical application to a simplified refining model is presented.

The author is grateful to Denis Babusiaux (IFP) and Olivier Massol (GDF) for helpful
suggestions. Comments on this working paper are welcome (email : axel.pierru@ifp.fr).
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1. Introduction
In automotive transport, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) aims at quantifying and evaluating the
environmental performance of a fuel from “well to wheel” in order to help decision-makers to
choose between alternative fuels and processes. In the case of conventional petroleum fuels,
this means allocating among the different fuels the greenhouse gas and pollutant emissions
released by the production, transport and refining of oil, and by conversion to mechanical
energy by engines.
Petroleum refining is by its very nature a multiproduct activity. Therefore, there are
innumerable ways to allocate the greenhouse gas emissions produced by a refinery among the
various refined products. However, linear programming is widely used in short and medium
term planning of refinery operations (see for instance Griffin, 1972, or Palmer et al., 1984).
Decisions supported by such models are typically the selection of the types of crude oil to be
refined and the operating modes of processes like distillation, catalytic cracking and
reforming. Linear programming is also routinely used to determine optimal capacities for new
units. For an industrial process that can be modelled using linear programming, Azapagic and
Clift (1998, 1999) suggest that a marginal contribution to total CO2 emissions should be
defined for each finished product. This marginal contribution may be used in a well-to-wheel
LCA, instead of allocating the refinery’s emissions in proportion (in terms of mass or volume)
to the produced quantities of finished products, as had been done so far. This approach is
entirely consistent with the economic theory that advocates making decisions on the basis of a
marginal signal. The work of these two authors is, however, open to discussion on two points:
-

they consider it inevitable that a formulation must rely on multi-objective programming
(since the objective function to be minimized is a vector with two components: an
economic function and the environmental burden);

-

they do not study the relevance of these marginal contributions in the LCA context (i.e. if
the total volume of CO2 emissions can be allocated on the marginal basis).

Concerning the first point, Babusiaux (2003) stresses that the establishment of a market for
CO2 emission rights in Europe leads refining companies to integrate a cost associated with
carbon emissions in the objective function of linear programming models used to manage
refineries. European refineries thus minimize a scalar cost function including the purchase (or
sale) of CO2 emission permits, under the constraint of satisfying an exogenous demand for
refined products. These models can be used to determine a marginal cost associated with the
refinery’s emissions for each of its finished products. Dividing this marginal cost by the price
of an emission permit gives the marginal contribution of the product under consideration to
the refinery’s CO2 emissions.
As regards the second point, Babusiaux (2003) - Pierru and Babusiaux (2004) for a more
formal presentation of this result - shows that, under certain conditions, this marginal
contribution behaves as an average contribution: multiplying the quantity produced for each
finished product by its marginal contribution to CO2 emissions, and adding the resulting
figures for all products, gives the total quantity of carbon emitted by the refinery. Then, under
certain conditions, the marginal contribution to CO2 emissions of each product is the relevant
means of allocating all the refinery’s CO2 emissions in the LCA context.
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In fact, this result holds if the demand equations are the only binding constraints with a nonzero right-hand side coefficient . The refiner’s cost function is then a homogenous function of
degree 1. It is possible to identify two instances in which the marginal contribution of the
various refined products to the refinery’s total emissions does not behave as an average
contribution:
-

when the refiner uses a short-run model in which the capacities of the various units are
fixed;

-

when CO2 emissions exceeding a given volume have a higher cost.

In Europe, refiners must, in the short term, deal with an expected increase in the market share
of diesel fuel to the detriment of gasoline. The use of short-run models can therefore supply
relevant results for decision-making purposes by public authorities. In these models, capacity
constraints with a non-zero right-hand-side coefficient are quite likely to be binding at the
optimum. The second instance referred to above is the result of the regulatory framework
recently established in Europe: industrial facilities exceeding their emission quotas, which no
longer have the option of purchasing emission permits, must pay for additional tons of CO2
discharged at a higher price set by the authorities. The linear programming model then
includes a constraint, pertaining to the limitation in quantity of less-expensive CO2, with a
non-zero right-hand side coefficient. Thus, even long-run models, in which capacities are
variables, can result in the determination of marginal contributions which do not behave as
average contributions. To conclude, in both cases, the refiner’s cost function is no longer
homogenous. Allocating CO2 emissions on a marginal basis would tend to overvalue (or
undervalue) the total volume of emissions.
There are a variety of approaches in economic literature that can help to resolve this type of
problem. For instance, the by-now classical literature on second-best pricing for public
enterprises suggests cost-sharing prices, such as Ramsey prices. This type of approach,
however, requires information on demand (price elasticity of demand, at the very least).
Furthermore, two finished products that affect the cost function of the multiproduct firm in
exactly the same way will generally have distinct prices. Thus, in petroleum refining, the
kerosene cut is sold as jet fuel, dilutants and, in some countries, illuminating kerosene. The
production cost (and process) is the same for the refiner, since the individual product
specifications can be attained by the later addition of additives, but the three markets are very
different. A Ramsey-type price system would consequently lead to a specific allocation of
CO2 emissions for each of these three products.
To solve the problem studied here, we have chosen to adopt a more-easily implemented
approach which requires that two finished products that affect refining costs in exactly the
same way must have the same price, independently of demand. For this reason, we suggest
that the Aumann-Shapley cost sharing method be applied to the problem of allocating the
refinery’s emissions. Derived from the theory of values in non-atomic cooperative games
elaborated by Aumann and Shapley (1974), this method currently holds an important place in
the literature on axiomatic cost sharing. It generalizes the concept of average cost to the
multiproduct case, while satisfying the principle of marginality.
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In the context of the linear programming models used in refining, the Aumann-Shapley cost
sharing method broadens the approach proposed by Babusiaux (2003) since:
-

when demand constraints are the only ones with a non-zero right-hand side coefficient,
using this method amounts to allocating a contribution to each refined product equal to its
marginal contribution;

-

in other cases, this method determines a rule for the distribution of total emissions among
the different products.

In the first section, we briefly review the methodology proposed by Babusiaux (2003) for
allocating a petroleum refinery’s CO2 emissions and its limitations. Notations are introduced.
We then present the Aumann-Shapley method and its implementation in the context of the
problem studied. A certain number of elements justifying the choice of this approach are
presented. In the last section, we apply this approach to a simplified model of an oil refinery.
2. Notations and overview of the problem
Babusiaux (2003) provides a precise description of refining models, of which we will only
present the main features here. Our objective is to introduce the refiner’s cost function and the
properties verified by it under certain conditions. The notations introduced are used in the rest
of the article.
2.1 The refiner’s cost function
The refinery’s objective is to meet a given demand for finished products at minimum cost. We

(

will let b = b1 , b2 ,..., bm
finished products.

)

denote the vector representing the quantities demanded for m

In a refining program, the main endogenous variables are the flows of crude oil to be
processed, intermediate products and finished products. In addition to the demand constraints
for finished products, these models take into account three main types of constraints:
- material balance equations, which express the equality between an available quantity of a
given intermediate product and the quantities used for the different possible destinations of
this product;
- quality constraints, which express each finished product’s obligation to meet legal
specifications;
- capacity constraints, which reflect the capacity limitations of existing units (in the long-run
models used to analyze investment decisions, the capacities of units to be built are
considered as variables).
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The objective function to be minimized (subject to constraints) is the sum of two
"elementary"1 functions:
-

the operating cost (plus the investment cost of units to be built in the long-run models
used to analyze investment decisions);

-

the cost associated with CO2 emissions (assumed to be equal to the quantities released
times the price of an emission permit).

C is the refiner’s cost function, for a given vector b of demand for finished products,
at the optimum, the objective function takes the value C ( b ) . The function C is piecewise
Where

linear.

C1 (b) denote the value taken by the elementary function representing the operating cost
and C 2 (b ) the value taken by the elementary function representing the cost associated with
Let

CO2 emissions. We have:

C ( b ) = ( C1 + C2 ) (b)

2.2 Properties of the cost function and allocation of CO2 emissions
In the absence of a quota on CO2 emissions, in long-run models, demand constraints are often
the only constraints with a non-zero right-hand side coefficient. In this case, if the optimal
basic solution is nondegenerate, the sum of the products of every marginal cost by the
corresponding quantity demanded is equal to the total cost:
m
i =1

bi

∂C
(b ) = C (b )
∂bi

The marginal cost is then the relevant means of allocating the refinery’s cost among the
finished products. Babusiaux (2003) has shown that this property was true for each
elementary function:
m
i =1

bi

∂C1
( b ) = C1 ( b )
∂bi

m
i =1

bi

∂C 2
( b ) = C2 ( b )
∂bi

∂C1
( b ) and ∂C2 ( b ) are called "elementary dual variables". It is thus possible to allocate
∂bi
∂bi
the cost associated with the refinery’s emissions to the various finished products, using the
∂C2
∂C
corresponding elementary dual variable
( b ) . The ratio of 2 ( b ) to the emission permit
∂bi
∂bi
price gives the marginal contribution of product i to the CO2 emissions of the refinery.

1

We were adopt the term used by Babusiaux (2003) and Pierru and Babusiaux (2004).
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2.3 Need for a more general approach
Under certain assumptions, the method presented above meets two requirements:
-

emissions are allocated on the marginal basis, thus facilitating decision-making (in
accordance with economic theory);

-

the total quantity of the refinery’s emissions is allocated to the various products, which is
consistent with an LCA-based approach.

There are nonetheless situations where this method does not satisfy the second requirement.
When demand constraints are not the only binding constraints with a non-zero right-hand side
coefficient, it is no longer possible to allocate costs (or emissions) on the marginal basis.
Thus, in short-run models, the capacity constraints of existing units have a right-hand side
coefficient other than zero. These models can also take into account the availability
constraints of certain types of crude oil.
In Europe, the emission permits market covers all of the emission quotas allocated to the
various industrial facilities concerned. If global limits are exceeded, certain industrial
facilities would be unable to purchase a sufficient number of permits to cover their total
emissions. They would then need to pay for each additional ton of CO2 released at a price set
by the authorities. Consequently, long-run models can include a constraint on the availability
of CO2 emission permits at the market price (with a non-zero right-hand side coefficient).
It is therefore necessary to suggest a more general approach, which can best meet the two
preceding requirements. We suggest using the Aumann-Shapley cost-sharing method.
3. Allocation of emissions according to the Aumann-Shapley method
3.1 Presentation of the method
The Aumann-Shapley (A-S) method is a cost sharing method in which agents demand
arbitrary quantities of possibly different goods (no other information than the cost function is
used). The A-S method computes the Shapley value (1953) of the game where each unit
demanded by an agent is regarded as a separate player. The vast literature on the A-S method,
rooted in Aumann and Shapley’s theory of value for non-atomic games, focuses on the case of
perfectly divisible goods and a continuum of players. Let us denote C ( b ) as the cost function
of the demand vector b. Under suitable differentiability assumptions, the per-unit cost share
(also called “A-S price”) imputed to product i with this method, denoted si ( b, C ) , is then:

si ( b, C ) =

1

∂C
( λb ) d λ
∂
b
i
0

(1)

The per-unit cost share imputed to product i is the integral of the marginal cost of product i
along the ray to b. The per-unit cost shares thus defined allow us to allocate the total cost:
m
i =1

bi si ( b, C ) =

m 1
i =1 0
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bi

∂C
( λb ) d λ = C (b )
∂bi

In the literature on axiomatic cost sharing, the A-S cost-sharing method is considered a
natural extension of average cost pricing from a single product to a finite number of products
with non-separable production cost functions.
Samet et al. (1984) and Haimanko (2001) have shown that the A-S cost-sharing method can
be extended to non-differentiable cost functions such as piecewise linear functions. This
comment is important since the refiner’s cost function is piecewise linear and nondifferentiable in each degenerate optimal solution (with two one-sided derivatives for the
marginal cost).
3.2 Implementation of the method in the context of the problem studied
The literature (e.g., Billera et al., 1978) proposes various applications of the A-S method.
Samet et al. (1984) consider a cost function derived from a linear program, as is the case with
the function C studied here. As this function is piecewise linear, the A-S cost vector is a sum
of the gradients of the linear “pieces” of C along the ray to b, where each of these is weighted
by the normalized length of the subinterval in which C has a constant gradient. In other
words, the formula (1) is a sum of areas of rectangles, with as many rectangles as there are
basic solutions, successively determined along the line from the origin to b.
If there are n − 1 successive basis changes, where
kth basis change occurs, we have:

si ( b, C ) =

n −1
k =0

λk b denotes the output value at which the

( λk +1 − λk )

∂C
( λk b )
∂bi

(2)

Where:

λ0 = 0 , λn = 1
∂C
( λk b ) stands for the right-hand derivative.
∂bi
Consider for example a long-run model that takes into account a limitation constraint on the
quantity of emission permits that can be purchased by the refinery (as mentioned in the
introduction). In such a model, except for demand constraints, the only constraint with a nonzero right-hand side coefficient is the constraint pertaining to the emission-permits quota. For
a certain level of demand b, a basis change will take place along the ray to b. The A-S cost
then results from a weighted average of two marginal costs.
Our objective here is not to determine an average cost per finished product, but to calculate
the contribution of each product to the refinery’s total CO2 emissions. Emission costs must
first be allocated to the various products. To that end, we use the breakdown of the objective
function into elementary functions suggested by Pierru and Babusiaux (2004). The basic
solutions successively determined when demand moves along the line from the origin to b are
found by minimizing the total cost (including operating costs and costs associated with CO2
emissions). On the other hand, for each of these basic solutions, only the elementary dual
∂C2
variable
( λk b ) associated with the cost of the emissions is taken into account in the
∂bi
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formula (2). Where si ( b, C2 ) denotes the contribution (per-unit) of the product i to the cost
associated with carbon emissions:

si ( b, C2 ) =

n −1
k =0

( λk +1 − λk )

∂C2
( λk b )
∂bi

(3)

∂C2
( λk b ) valid
∂bi
in this case as the underlying problem falls within the scope of linear programming. Breaking
down a marginal cost into two marginal costs then has meaning. For this raison, si ( b, C2 ) will
also be called the “elementary A-S cost associated with CO2 emissions”.
the calculation of si ( b, C2 ) is based on the elementary dual variable concept

The contribution of the product i to the refinery’s emissions is obtained by dividing si ( b, C2 )
by the price of the emissions permit. When the price per ton of CO2 can take two values (in
the presence of a constraint on emissions-permit availability), we suggest that the emissions
cost be considered as resulting from the sum of two elementary functions: that corresponding
to CO2 at the market price and that corresponding to CO2 at the price established by the
authorities. The elementary A-S cost for each elementary function can then be divided by a
single price per ton of CO2. For each finished product, both contributions to the emissions are
simply added.
3.3 Justification of the choice of method
We will not deal here with certain properties (e.g. dummy, scale invariance) verified by this
cost-sharing method. These are extensively dealt with in the literature on axiomatic cost
sharing (e.g., Friedman and Moulin, 1999). We will however present four types of
considerations that seem relevant to us in the context of the issues studied.
3.3.1 Generalization of the method proposed by Babusiaux (2003)

When demand constraints are the only constraints with a non-zero right-hand side coefficient,
the refiner’s cost function is a homogenous function (of degree 1). The use of the A-S method
then results in allocating to the various products a contribution equal to their marginal
contribution.
More precisely, by varying the quantities produced along the ray extending from the origin to
the vector of the quantities demanded, the basic solution remains the same (with the same
binding equations) and the marginal cost of each product remains constant. The elementary
dual variables obviously also remain constant. The allocation of the refinery’s CO2 emissions
to the various products on the basis of their marginal contribution is therefore a particular
application of our approach.
3.3.2 Additivity (in the cost function)

This property is crucial in the context of the problems studied here. First of all, from a
methodological point of view, the elementary dual variables are calculated by considering the
objective function as resulting from the addition of two elementary functions. As proved by
Pierru and Babusiaux (2004), the elementary dual variables verify a certain number of
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properties. Obviously, these properties are also verified by elementary A-S costs. If we denote
for a given product i:

si ( b, C1 ) : elementary A-S cost associated with operating costs, where:

si ( b, C1 ) =

n −1
k =0

( λk +1 − λk )

∂C1
( λk b )
∂bi

si ( b, C2 ) : elementary A-S cost associated with CO2 emissions, where:

si ( b, C2 ) =

n −1
k =0

( λk +1 − λk )

∂C 2
( λk b )
∂bi

We have the following three equations:

si ( b, C ) = si ( b, C1 ) + si ( b, C2 )
m
i =1
m
i =1

bi si ( b, C1 ) = C1 ( b )
bi si ( b, C2 ) = C 2 ( b )

Thus, the A-S cost of a given product is equal to the sum of the elementary A-S cost
associated with operating costs and of the elementary A-S cost associated with CO2
emissions. All results relating to elementary dual variables can therefore be generalized by
using the A-S cost-sharing method.
Furthermore, the elementary A-S costs are calculated in the same way for all products (with
the same coefficients weighting the successively determined marginal costs). Thus, if the
objective function also includes the cost associated with SO2 emissions, then the calculation
of the contribution of each product to the refinery’s sulphur emissions would be entirely
consistent with the calculation of their contribution to carbon emissions. This is a strong
argument in favour of the use of this method. Conversely, this argument led us to reject other
methods, such as the "proportionally adjusted marginal pricing method" developed by Wang
(2002), which are nonadditive in the cost function.
3.3.3 Marginality property

A marginal analysis constitutes a key element of the decision-making process. In the general
case, the A-S method does not lead to the determination of a contribution equal to the
marginal cost. This method nevertheless satisfies a marginality property, as emphasised by
Friedman and Moulin (1999): the cost share imputed to product i depends only on the
marginal cost function with respect to product i.
A complementary observation can also be made when one considers, as is the case here, a
cost function derived from a linear optimization problem. If, apart from demand constraints,
one other constraint (e.g. a capacity constraint) presents a non-zero right-hand side
coefficient, the A-S method allocates to a given product a contribution lying between the two
successive marginal costs of the product. In linear programming, this contribution is similar in
some ways to a long-run marginal cost (calculated by considering the capacity variable)
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necessarily lying between the two short-run marginal costs (calculated by considering the
fixed capacity) that are determined successively (before and after the capacity constraint is
binding).
3.3.4 Demand compatibility

Mirman and Tauman (1982) place special emphasis on the economic aspects of cost
allocation. They deal with a partial equilibrium model. Taking into account consumers’
utilities, they prove the existence of an equilibrium under the A-S price mechanism for a
general class of cost functions. Thus, although this price mechanism depends only on the cost
structure and not on consumers’ utilities, standard assumptions on preferences and weak
assumptions on the cost function guarantee the existence of a supply such that the
corresponding A-S prices lead to demands that match supply. If the cost function is
homogenous of degree 1, A-S prices and marginal prices are the same and the solution
coincides with the standard competitive equilibrium. Samet et al. (1984) consider a piecewiselinear cost function and show that there exists an A-S price vector compatible with consumer
demands.
This result gives an economic dimension to the price system (and therefore to the emissions
allocations) determined using the A-S method at the refinery level. One simply assumes that
the refinery has a monopoly and that it anticipates the demand for finished products
corresponding to a situation of equilibrium.
4. Case study
4.1 Presentation of a simplified short-run refining model
We give a simplified numerical example for a topping/reforming/cracking refinery, which
includes a distillation unit, reforming unit, fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) unit and one or more
hydroprocessing and hydrodesulphurization units. We consider a single type of distillation cut
and a single operating severity for the FCC unit. The FCC unit’s processing capacity is
limited to 850,000 tons of distillate annually. We are therefore dealing with a short-run model.
The refinery’s distillation unit processes two types of crude oil to produce five main types of
product: liquefied petroleum gas, gasoline, gas oil, distillate and residue. For a given crude,
the yields obtained for each of these products, as well as the operating costs (purchase and
processing) and the quantities of CO2 released, are given in Table 1. The FCC unit converts a
portion of the distillate into gasoline (and other products) as shown in Table 2. We assume
that each ton of CO2 released by the refinery represents a cost of US$30 (through the purchase
of an emission permit at this price or, equivalently, the loss of the opportunity of reselling a
permit at same price).
Over a typical year, the refinery’s output must satisfy the demand forecast for each of four
finished products: gasoline, automotive diesel fuel, heating oil and heavy fuel oil. The
refiner’s aim is to satisfy demand constraints while minimizing total annual costs (operating
costs plus cost associated with CO2 emissions).
When the capacity constraint for the FCC unit is binding, it is no longer possible to allocate
the CO2 emissions on the marginal basis. We will therefore proceed with an allocation
according to the A-S method.
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4.2 Construction of the LP model
The model includes 15 variables (including four slack variables), which are listed in Table 3.
Block flow diagrams of the topping/reforming/cracking refinery are given in Figure 1.
Since the straight-run gas oils (from distillation) can be incorporated into automotive diesel
fuel or heating oil, we have:

0.37 FC − FCGODI − FCGOHO = 0
0.41SC − SCGODI − SCGOHO = 0
It is assumed that the cetane number for the automotive diesel fuel must be higher than 46. As
in the simplified model proposed by Pierru and Babusiaux (2004), the cetane number of the
light cycle oil produced by the FCC unit is too low for this product to be incorporated into the
automotive diesel fuel. The refinery produces this automotive diesel fuel by blending the
straight-run gas oils. The gas oil produced by distilling the first type of crude oil has a cetane
number of 51 and a density of 0.83, while the gas oil produced by distilling the second type of
crude oil has a cetane number of 42 and a density of 0.84. Since the cetane number for a
volumetric blend is supposed to follow a linear law, we must have:
5
4
FCGODI −
SCGODI ≥ 0
0.83
0.84
The distillate, obtained from distilling either type of crude oil, can either be processed using
the catalytic cracker or incorporated into heating oil:

0.24 FC + 0.2SC − DCC − DHO = 0
The amount of distillate processed by the FCC unit cannot exceed 850,000 tons per year. The
model therefore includes the following capacity constraint:

DCC ≤ 850
The following equation gives the quantity of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) produced:

0.02FC + 0.03SC + 0.12 DCC − LPG = 0
The refiner anticipates that, each year, the refinery should produce 1.5 million tons of
gasoline, 1.7 million tons of automotive diesel fuel, 700,000 tons of heating oil and 800,000
tons of heavy fuel oil (these four values represent the demand vector). It is anticipated that
excess production of heating oil and heavy fuel oil can be exported.
The four demand constraints (expressed in thousands of tons) are thus as follows:
0.14 FC + 0.22 SC + 0.5 DCC ≥ 1,500
FCGODI + SCGODI ≥ 1, 700
FCGOHO + SCGOHO + DHO + 0.2 DCC − HOEX = 700
0.19 FC + 0.1SC + 0.12DCC − HFEX = 800
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The refiner assesses the value of liquefied petroleum gas production at US$300 per ton. It is
assumed that the excess production of heating oil and heavy fuel oil can be exported at the
FOB price of US$40.50 per ton. A portion of this price (US$0.50 per ton) represents the cost
associated with CO2 emissions that would have to be borne by the importer if it had to resort
to an alternative source of heating oil or heavy fuel oil. In other words, we estimate that these
alternative sources emit 0.017 tons of CO2 per ton of manufactured product.
We therefore have:
-

operating cost, i.e., the cost of purchasing crude oil and processing it minus the assessed
value of the liquefied petroleum gas and of the exported heating oil and heavy fuel oil
(excluding the portion of the export price associated with carbon emissions):

150 FC + 160SC + 3DCC − 300LPG − 40 HOEX − 40 HFEX
-

the costs of the refinery’s CO2 emissions (less the cost of the CO2 that would have been
discharged by alternative sources of heating oil and heavy fuel oil if they had not been
exported):

1.5 FC + 1.2 SC + 0.6 DCC − 0,5 HOEX − 0,5 HFEX

The objective function to be minimized is the sum of these two elementary functions:

151.5FC + 161.2SC + 3.6 DCC − 300 LPG − 40.5HOEX − 40.5HFEX
4.3 Allocation of CO2 emissions with the Aumann-Shapley formula
At the optimum, the total cost amounts to US$798,738 thousand. This cost results from the
sum of the operating costs (US$791,069 thousand) and the cost associated with CO2
emissions (US$7,669 thousand). The refinery discharges 255.6 thousand tons of CO2.
Along the ray to the demand vector, two optimal basic solutions (and therefore two marginal
cost vectors) are successively determined. Adopting the notations introduced in section 3.2,
the first basic solution is associated with λ0 = 0 . The capacity constraint of the FCC unit is
not binding and no heating oil is exported (HOEX is non-basic). The second basic solution is
associated with λ1 = 0.8413 . The capacity constraint of the FCC unit is binding and some
heating oil is exported. These two basic solutions are described in table 4. The elementary
dual variables associated with the CO2 emission costs are given in table 5.
Allocating the emissions on the basis of the marginal costs calculated at the optimum would
lead to an over-estimation of the quantity discharged by the refinery (in thousands of dollars):

( 3.84 ×1500 ) + (1.17 ×1700 ) + ( 0.5 × 700 ) + ( 0.5 × 800 ) = 8, 499
The elementary A-S cost associated with CO2 emissions is calculated according to the
formula (3) for each finished product. In the case of gasoline for instance, this formula is
written (in dollars per ton):

( 0.8413 − 0 ) × 2.60 + (1 − 0.8413) × 3.84 = 2.80
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The results of the calculation are given in table 5. A finished product’s contribution to
refinery’s emissions is obtained by dividing the corresponding elementary A-S cost by US$30
(emission-permit price). Table 6 gives the contribution of each of the finished products.
Rounded off to the nearest thousand, we get the refinery’s total emissions (in thousands of
tons):
( 0.093 ×1500 ) + ( 0.048 ×1700 ) + ( 0.029 × 700 ) + ( 0.017 × 800 ) = 255
A similar calculation allows us to determine the elementary A-S cost associated with
operating costs (table 7), giving us (in millions of dollars):

( 253.80 ×1.5) + (161.03 ×1.7 ) + (149.45 × 0.7 ) + ( 40 × 0.8) = 791.07
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5. Conclusion
Petroleum refining entails the simultaneous production of various finished products. The
refiner’s cost function is thus equal to the value of the linear program minimizing the sum of
the variable costs of the refinery under a set of constraints. If the demand constraints are the
only binding constraints with a non-zero right-hand side coefficient, the refiner’s cost function
is a homogenous function of degree 1 and the refinery’s total variable costs (including those
associated with CO2 emissions) can be allocated to the various finished products on the
marginal basis. In the case of short-run models (with binding capacity constraints) or long-run
models incorporating a constraint on emission-permits availability, this type of allocation is
not possible. The A-S method can then be used to allocate the refinery’s CO2 emissions (as
well as the different variable costs) to the finished products. This has proved to be an easy-touse method. We simply applied the formula (3), which only takes into account the elementary
dual variables associated with the emissions cost. Generally speaking, it is possible to
calculate an elementary A-S cost for each elementary objective function. All elementary A-S
costs are determined in the same way and can be added together, due to the property of
additivity of the method (and of the elementary dual variables). Thus, if an emission permits
market for SO2 emissions were established, the contributions of the various finished products
to sulphur emissions would be calculated in a manner consistent with the calculation of their
contributions to carbon emissions. When the refiner’s cost function is homogeneous, the use
of the A-S method amounts to allocating emissions to the finished products on the basis of
their marginal contribution. In this regard, our approach generalizes the suggestions made by
Babusiaux (2003).
In the literature on axiomatic cost sharing, the A-S method is considered as an extension of
average cost pricing, which respects the principle of marginality. We have not discussed the
interpretation of this method in the light of cooperative games theory. The A-S method is
based on the calculation of the Shapley value when demand is shared by an infinite number of
consumers. In a first approach, 0.093 thus represents in our example the expected additional
refinery’s emissions generated by the consumer of a ton of gasoline when this consumer adds
his demand to that of an already existing coalition of consumers (all possible sizes of
coalitions are considered and assumed to be equally probable).
Finally, we would stress that, given certain assumptions, one can always determine a
production level (and its related system of A-S prices) compatible with consumer demand (i.e.
a situation of equilibrium).
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Table 1: Yields, operating costs and CO2 emissions for the distillation unit
Type of crude oil
Liquefied petroleum gas
(Yield per ton of processed
crude oil)
Gasoline
(Yield per ton of processed
crude oil)
Gas oil
(Yield per ton of processed
crude oil)
Distillate
(Yield per ton of processed
crude oil)
Residue
(Yield per ton of processed
crude oil)
Purchase and processing costs
(US$ per ton of processed crude
oil)
CO2 emissions
(ton per ton of processed crude
oil)

First crude
2%

Second crude
3%

14%

22%

37%

41%

24%

20%

19%

10%

150

160

0.05

0.04

Table 2: Yields, operating costs and CO2 emissions for the FCC unit
Liquefied petroleum gas
(Yield per ton of processed
distillate)
Gasoline
(Yield per ton of processed
distillate)
Light Cycle Oil
(Yield per ton of processed
distillate)
Residue
(Yield per ton of processed
distillate)
Operating costs
(US$ per ton of processed
distillate)
CO2 emissions
(ton per ton of processed
distillate)

12%
50%
20%
12%
3
0.02
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Table 3: Variables in the model
Each represents a quantity expressed in thousands of tons, with the exception of the slack variable associated
with the cetane number constraint for automotive diesel fuel.
Processed crude oil FC Processed quantity of the first type of crude oil
Intermediate
products

SC Processed quantity of the second type of crude oil
DCC Distillate processed by the FCC
FCGODI Gas oil that results from distillation of the first type of crude oil, incorporated into automotive diesel
fuel

FCGOHO Gas oil that results from distillation of the first type of crude oil, incorporated into heating oil
SCGODI Gas oil that results from distillation of the second type of crude oil, incorporated into automotive

diesel fuel

Finished products
and slack variables

SCGOHO Gas oil that results from distillation of the second type of crude oil, incorporated into heating oil
DHO Distillate incorporated into heating oil
LPG Total production of liquefied petroleum gas

HOEX Heating oil exported
HFEX Heavy fuel oil exported
a Slack variable associated with the cetane number constraint for automotive diesel fuel

b
c

Slack variable associated with the demand constraint for gasoline

Slack variable associated with the demand constraint for automotive diesel fuel
d Slack variable associated with the cracker’s capacity constraint

Table 4: description of the two successive basic solutions
First basic solution
Second basic solution

Basic variables
FC, SC, DCC, FCGODI, SCGODI,
SCGOHO, DHO, d, HFEX, LPG
FC, SC, DCC, FCGODI, SCGODI,
SCGOHO, DHO, HOEX, HFEX, LPG
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Non-basic variables
FCGOHO, a, b, c,
HOEX
FCGOHO, a, b, c, d

Table 5: elementary dual variables and A-S costs associated with CO2 emissions
(US$ per ton)
Elementary dual variable associated with CO2
∂C 2
emissions:
( λk b )
∂bi

λ0 = 0
Gasoline
Automotive diesel
Heating oil
Heavy fuel oil

Elementary A-S cost
associated with CO2
emissions: si ( b, C2 )

λ1 = 0.8413

(first basic solution)
2.60
1.50
0.95
0.50

(second basic solution)
3.84
1.17
0.50
0.50

2.80
1.45
0.88
0.50

Table 6: contribution of each finished product to the refinery’s total emissions
Gasoline
Contribution to
CO2 emissions
(ton)

0.093

Automotive
diesel
0.048

Heating oil

Heavy fuel oil

0.029

0.017

Table 7: elementary dual variables and A-S costs associated with operating costs
(US$ per ton)
Elementary dual variable associated with
Elementary A-S cost
associated with
∂C1
operating cost:
( λk b )
operating
costs:
∂bi
si ( b, C1 )
λ0 = 0
λ1 = 0.8413
(first basic solution) (second basic solution)
Gasoline
196.55
527.27
253.80
Automotive diesel
176.21
80.55
161.03
Heating oil
170.10
40
149.45
Heavy fuel oil
40
40
40
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Liquefied
petroleum
gas
Topping
Reforming
Yields

Gasoline

FCC

First Crude (FC)

Yields
LPG
Gasoline
Gasoil
Distillate
Residue

2
14
37
24
19

DCC

LPG
Gasoline
LCO
Residue

12
50
20
12

SCGODI

FCGOHO
SCGOHO

Second Crude (SC)
LPG
Gasoline
Gasoil
Distillate
Residue

FCGODI

Automotive
Diesel

Heating
Oil

DHO

3
22
41
20
10

Heavy
Fuel
Oil

Figure 1: block flow diagrams of the topping/reforming/cracking refinery
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